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SLIDING AND ROLLING SEAL ANELTEC TOR

the sliding and rolling seal.

ANELTEC TOR guarantees quick laying and safe tightness even on berglass pipes.
The ANELTEC TOR seal is a sealing ring for concrete and reinforced concrete pipes with or without housing, suitable
also for berglass pipes. It works by sliding when a housing is present and by rolling in all the other cases. It is
installed onto the male part when the pipe is being laid.
ANELTEC TOR is made of EPDM elastomer in accordance with ANELTEC high standards and in compliance with the EN
681-1 European regulations in force.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Double use

Fiberglass pipes and jacking pipes

Quick assembly

The seal works by sliding whenever
a housing is available and by rolling
in any other case.

ANELTEC TOR can be also used for

The assembly phase is quick: the

berglass pipes and intermediate
jacking stations.

seal must be simply placed on the
end of the male part.
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ANELTEC TOR
Made of EPDM rubber with hardness 50 ± 5 IRDH,
the material is highly resistant to the constant
aggression of waste waters.
It has to be assembled on the male part and works
by rolling or sliding depending on the presence of a
shoulder.
Available in various sizes to always meet any need.

SEAL SIZES
Seal

h

w

TOR 14
TOR 16
TOR 18
TOR 20
TOR 22
TOR 24
TOR 26
TOR 28
TOR 30
TOR 32
TOR 34
TOR 36

14 -0,4/+0,8
16 -0,4/+0,8
18 -0,4/+0,8
20 -0,4/+1,2
22 -0,4/+1,2
24 -0,4/+1,2
26 -0,4/+1,2
28 -0,4/+1,2
30 -0,4/+1,2
32 -0,4/+1,6
34 -0,4/+1,6
36 -0,4/+1,6

9,0 ± 0,6
10,3 ± 0,8
11,6 ± 0,9
13,0 ± 0,9
14,2 ± 1,1
15,5 ± 1,2
16,8 ± 1,4
18,1 ± 1,5
19,3 ± 1,6
20,7 ± 1,7
22,0 ± 1,8
22,3 ± 2,0

PIPES ASSEMBLY AND LAYING
The assembly and laying of pipes using ANELTEC TOR is
made by means of the typical site equipment in
compliance with EN 1610 regulation. The joint has been
devised to easily withstand the stresses developed
during the assembly phase, so as to avoid fractures and
cracking.
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